**Snow Bird**

Our sparkly bird requires just one square folded into a triangle and embellished with a fluffy tail and sparkly eyes.

**Difficulty:** Easy

**Number of Squares:** 1

**Finished Size:** 5” w x 2” h

**Yarn:** For square: Classic Elite La Gran in bleached white, 6 yards, and Plymouth Gold Rush, color 0010, white, 2 yards. For tail: Brown Sheep Nature Spun in Natural, 3½ yards needed and TSC S. Charles Collezione Luna in #08 Milky Way, 3½ yards.

**Loom:** Zoom Loom, 6” weaving needle

**Notions:** Matching sewing thread, sewing needle, beads, beading needle, small crochet hook.

**Weaving:** Wind three layers onto your Zoom Loom with Gold Rush and then weave the final layer with La Gran.

**Finishing:** Sew in the tails and wash in hot water, lay flat to dry and steam press with a press cloth.

**Assembly:** Fold the square diagonally to make a triangle. Sew the open sides together leaving a 5/8” opening at one corner. Turn the triangle inside out for a tidy seam. Stuff with wool or polyester fiberfill.

Make the tail. Fold an index card in half and wind around it 15 times with Nature Spun and Luna [1]. With the tail, tie around one end as for a tassel. Remove from the card and cut the free loops, then tightly wrap the end with the yarn tail. Poke the tail into the hole [2]. Using white sewing thread, stitch the hole closed. Stitch through the fabric and tail a few times to further secure.

Attach the eyes. Secure your sewing thread in the weaving and then thread a large blue flat bead and then a small white seed bead [3]. To secure the beads, sew around the seed bead and back through the blue bead, then through to the other side. Attach the beads as for the first side. With red yarn, sew a beak.

Attach the hanger.
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